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When someone plans to visit an exotic Southeast Asian destination then Malaysia blinks to the mind
first, undoubtedly one of the finest tourist destination in the world drawing the attention of many from
every nook and corner of the world. It is a country like no other destination in the world. If you are
pissed off with your hectic schedule of life and seeking for an ideal and enjoyable holidaying
destination where you can take your family and lovable ones, then it would be the finest place to get
in. Here every thing is alluring and fascinating that encourage every kind of visitors to visit this place
from every nook and corner of the world.

From breathtaking natural attractions to man-made marvels, it offers every thing to every one.
Pristine beaches, deep blue sea with lots of adventure and fun, exotic islands swamped with
excellent hotels and marvelous resorts are the few attractions that gained the attention of visitors
from every nook and corner of the world. While reading about the beaches and exotic islands you
will be thinking for several beach activities that can be experienced during visiting and exploring
Malaysia.

Among several attractions and destinations, beaches in Malaysia are the major attractions gather
the large number of visitors from every nook and corner of the world. Itâ€™s really tougher to describe
Malaysiaâ€™s thousands of beautiful beaches. Categorized into different regions, all the beaches have
their distinctive features. Right from the powdery stretches of sand that categorize the eastern
coastline of Peninsular Malaysia to the Black sand beach of Pantai Pasir Hitam and the smooth
pebble beach of Pantai Batu Kerikil, Malaysiaâ€™s shores offers innumerable idyllic locale that one can
explore in many times. Apart from visiting and exploring several beach destinations one can indulge
in several beach and sports activities such as snorkeling, surfing, scuba-diving, swimming, and
many more. Apart from beaches there are many other attractions and destinations that can be
explored, among some are listed below.

Kuala Lumpur: To illustrate this city is just like opening a book that has several exciting chapters. It
is the capital as well as global city of Malaysia appears blessed with colors of modernism along with
rich heritage. Petronas Towers, Menara KL Tower, Chinatown, Batu Caves, Little India, Central
Market, Kuala Lumpur Bird Park are the few attractions of this place.

Penang: Literally meaning island of Betel Nut, Penang is a must visit places in Malaysia famous for
its natural scenic beauty truly a paradise for nature lovers.

Perlis: Famous for serene unspoilt beauty, rustic rural scenes and verdant paddy fields, Perlis is the
smallest state of India and of course one of the most visited tour and travel destination. apart from
there are many other places of tourists interest named as Sarawak, Sabah, Georgetown and many
more and if you want to explore all of them without taking someoneâ€™s help then you bring Malaysia
map with you which will certainly make your journey easy and remarkable holidaying experience.

Besides there are many other things that enhance the popularity of tourism in Malaysia such as its
exotic food, warm and hospitable people, excellent hotels and incredible culture includes various
festivals and colorful events. The year in Malaysia is filled with colorful, exhilarating and exciting
activities.
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